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ANZ Group Holdings (ANZ: $A24.42)

ANZ Group Holdings falls 0.9% from 14-day high Tuesday May
02, 2023 16:00 AEST

ANZ Group Holdings Limited's (ASX:ANZ $A24.42) stock price
decreased 10.0c (0.4%) from its previous close of $A24.52 on Monday
Compared with the All Ordinaries Index which fell 64.4 points (0.9%) in
the day, the relative price increase was 0.5%.

ANZ Group Holdings Limited is Australia's 4th largest Bank by market
cap.

It hit a 14-day high of $A24.63 during the day but fell 0.9% before
settling at $A24.42 on Tuesday. Its Williams % R is -18.1 which suggests
it is overbought, a bearish signal. Its Relative Strength Index [RSI] is
72.9. An RSI reading of between 70 and 100 suggests the stock is
close to its 14-day high, which is also a bearish signal.

There were 6,463,725 shares worth $A157.8 million traded today. The
volume was close to average trading.

Figure 1: Stock Identifiers

  ISIN AU000000ANZ3

  PermID 4295856605

Fig 2: Stock Summary

  52-Week Range $A20.34-$A26.30

  Market Cap $A73.2 billion

  Shares Outstanding 2,999,157,632

  EPS Growth (%) 16.1

  Relative Strength (3 mo) 65

Fig 3: Technical Indicators

Name Value Comment
RSI 72.9 Sell

MFI 59.2 Neutral

Bearish Signals

Downtrend

Price/Moving Average Price:
- The Price/MAP of 1.02 for ANZ is lower than the Price/MAP for the All
Ordinaries Index of 1.05.

Relative Strength(6 months):
- In the Australian market of 1,595 stocks and 15 units traded today,
the stock has a 6-month relative strength of 56 which means it has
outperformed 56% of the market.

Overbought/Bearish Signals:
- The Relative Strength Index (RSI) of 72.9 has penetrated the
overbought line of 70, suggesting the price gain of 72.9% in the last 14
days is unusually high.
- The stock is overbought according to the Williams % R indicator of -
18.1, suggesting the price is close to its 14-day high of $A24.63.

Short Selling:
- In the Australian Short Selling market of 1269 stocks, short selling (on ASX
and CHI-X) as a % of issued shares ranked 106th and within the top quartile
of stocks, a bearish indicator.
- The current short volume is 1.1 times its own historical average of 0.03%. It
been up 61.4% from the previous day, been up 20.2% from a week ago and
been up 204.4% from a month ago, a significant bearish indicator.
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